
RELIABLE DESKTOP TO  

POWER UP YOUR BUSINESS

Lenovo V530 TOWER (AMD VERSION)



DEPENDABLE DESKTOP FOR INCREASED 
PRODUCTIVITY

ITDM Benefits

The Lenovo V530 Tower desktop is an excellent choice for businesses looking 
for a high-performing computing device that offers great value economically 
too. Powered by the AMD’s latest performance technology and high-speed 
DDR4 memory, you can efficiently handle large files and multitask on this 15L 
desktop. An array of USB ports at the front enables effortless connectivity to 
peripherals, so you can execute routine tasks comfortably. 

Smoother User Experience: enjoy a responsive performance 
with the PCIe SSD storage that boots the device faster and 
enables instant access to files for enhanced efficiency.

Stronger Data Security: Smart USB Protection keeps your 
confidential data safe by allowing port access to only authorized 
USB devices.

Faster Files Transfer: with multiple USB 3.0 and USB 2.0 ports  
at the front, sharing files across teams is fast and convenient.

Optimal Performance: Powerful AMD Processors (AMD Ryzen™ 
3-Ryzen™ 5/AMD PRO A6-A12) boost device performance, enabling 
you to run multiple applications simultaneously for improved 
productivity. The NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 730 graphics card delivers 
vibrant visuals — perfect for graphics-rich content creation.

Smart Security for Sensitive Data: Smart USB Protection enables 
you to control port access by allowing connectivity to only 
designated USB devices. This security feature helps prevent data 
theft via unauthorized port access.

Easy Manageability: Lenovo Vantage app makes managing your 
device hassle-free by allowing you to run device diagnostics, 
update drivers, improve WiFi security and more, with an  
easy-to-use interface.

Reliable and Stable Performer: a series of rigorous reliability 
and stability tests ensure that your PC is ready for everyday 
challenges. Also, the 15μ gold plating on the V530 connectors 
extends the device’s lifespan and ensures better signal 
transmission to maximize your productivity.
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SSD



ThinkVision T24i 
(PN: 61C6MAR1XX/ 61C6MAT1XX)

Experience vivid images on the 24” 
borderless full-HD monitor with IPS 
panel. Equipped with built-in power 
and the rich connectivity of VGA 
and HDMI ports, T24i meets diverse 
connection demands. It features an 
LTPS full-function stand that pivots 
90° clockwise and counterclockwise 
for ease of use. Additionally, 4 USB 
3.0 ports offer easy connectivity.

Lenovo Fingerprint 
Biometric USB Mouse     
(PN: 4Y50Q64661)

Enjoy the full-size ergonomic 
ambidextrous design of this 
high-performance mouse 
that comes with a fingerprint 
biometric sensor. Fast, easy, 
and accurate, it offers a 
high precision of 1600 dpi 
resolution and is Windows 
Hello certified.

Kensington® MicroSaver™ 
2.0 Twin Cable Lock
(PN: 4XE0N80915)

Secure more than one device 
using the same cable lock with 
the Kensington® MicroSaver™ 2.0. 
Engineered to be the smallest, 
strongest lock for desktops, 
laptops, monitors, and other 
devices, this cable lock  
represents the next generation  
of device security.

Lenovo Secure  
Desktop Drive
(PN: 4XB0M137XX)

Eliminate the threat of a data 
breach when transporting data 
with military-grade AES 256-bit 
CBC HDWR encryption. The drive 
provides Keypad Pin authentication 
and programmable Brute Force 
protection that allows the admin  
to set failed attempts between  
4 and 20.

ACCESSORIES
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PERFORMANCE 

 
Processor  
AMD Ryzen™ Processors (Ryzen™ 3-Ryzen™ 5) 
AMD PRO Processors (A6-A12)

Memory 
Up to 32GB 2 DDR4 2666MHz (2 UDIMM) 

Graphics 
NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 730 (1GB/2GB GDDR5)
 
PSU
180W

Operating System 
Up to Windows® 10 Pro 64-bit

CONNECTIVITY
 
 
Front I/O Ports 
2 x USB 3.1 Gen 1
2 x USB 2.0
1 x Audio In
1 x Audio Out
Optional 7-in-1 Card Reader

Rear I/O Ports 
2 x USB 2.0
1 x VGA
1 x HDMI
1 x Audio In
1 x Audio Out
1 x Speaker
1 x LAN (RJ-45)
Optional Parallel Port

Expansion Slot 
1 x PCIe x16 Slots
1 x PCIe x1 Slot
M.2 for WiFi
M.2 for PCIe SSD

Internal Bay 
1 x 3.5” HDD Bay
1 x 2.5” HDD Bay

External Bay 
Optional Slim DVD Rambo

Hard Drive Options 
3.5” 7200rpm SATA HDD (500GB/1TB)
M.2 PCIe SSD (128GB/256GB)

WLAN 
Optional 802.11ac 1 x 1

DESIGN
 
 
Form Factor 
15L

Colors 
Black

SECURITY  

Smart USB Protection

SOFTWARE 

Lenovo Vantage
Lenovo App Explorer
Microsoft® Office 2016 Trial
McAfee™ LiveSafe™
LinkedIn®

RECOMMENDED SERVICES
 
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio  
of services to support and protect your  
investment — so you can focus on your  
work, not your IT.

Premier Support
Provides direct access to skilled and  
experienced Lenovo technicians offering  
comprehensive hardware and software  
support. Gives you a consistent point of  
contact within Lenovo to ensure that your 
case resolution is professionally managed 
from start to finish.

Accidental Damage Protection (ADP) 
Prevents the hassles of unexpected repair 
costs. Provides coverage for non-warranted 
damage incurred under normal operating  
conditions, such as minor spills and drops.

Warranty Extension (up to 3 years) 
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps  
you accurately budget for desktop expenses,  
protect your valuable investment, and lower 
the cost of ownership over time.


